Beyond Soulmate - Man On Mission
“Share a Unique Weekend Experience with Chandra and Carl!”

$249 for
Graduates!

Tuition: $450 per person. 2nd ticket 50% off!
Details & Registration: www.beyondsoulmate.com
+1. 973.464.2913
* Day 1: How to Make Yourself More Approachable to the
Opposite Sex
Chandra Gould and Carl
Gould are renowned experts
in the Laws of Attraction.
Their transformational
seminars have helped
people from around the
world attract the ‘Charmed
Life’TM. Come hear their
unique story of attraction;
and discover your own!

Learn the body language of attraction.
Take a 10,000 year masculine/feminine journey.
Perform the universal language of attraction.

* Day 2: How to get the most out of what you got!!!
Receive a personalized “Relationship Insights” report
Experience a 2,000 year old primal ceremony of polarity.
Masculine men will appear before your very eyes.
Witness your feminine power at its finest!!!

* Day 3: How to Attract the Perfect Partner
Design your Charmed Life (mate, business, lifestyle, money)
Breakthrough your limiting patterns. Get the life you deserve!
Master the dynamics of masculine and feminine energy.
Men AND women, you will perfect the one word that will drive your mate wild!

Feedback about the Beyond Soulmate program:
“I experienced the freedom of my feminine energy was priceless. I’m so
grateful to have met you.”
“I want to thank you, Carl and Chandra, for a wonderful seminar. I enjoyed
the weekend. You were fantastic…Thank you Carl for changing my life.”
“I thoroughly enjoyed the weekend and have increased my circle of friends
as a result of attending your seminar. However, what sticks out for me were
the feedback…on my body language….and posture increased the females’
awareness of me. I found this priceless.”
“The most thorough, complete & profound relationship seminar I’ve done.”
“Chandra and Carl, you are both a role model of love, passion and
excellence. Your relationship reflects your own beauty& power. This
weekend personifies who you both are; giving, outstanding, beautiful souls
who are spreading love around the world. Thank you for a lovely weekend.”
(I have a) full understanding that (I need) to be showing 100% as me. I must
commit beyond all doubt. Burn the boats. Thank you all again.”
A man without a clear mission and purpose is a dead man (emotionally). Carl Gould. “A woman not
connected to her femininity is destined for a life of desperation and misery. Is this you?” Chandra Gould

